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IELTS READING LESSON 5-23-2018 
By Rick 

Lesson Objective 

The student shall be able to use “power words” as part of their oral vocabulary, read and comprehend both social and business 

language and demonstrate effective oral communication skills. 

Evaluation Criteria: Ability to understand definitions of English vocabulary  

 

Section One Vocabulary 

� Match the correct word in column A with the definition in column B, then use in a sample sentence 

             

Column A Column B 

VOCABULARY DEFINITION 

1. ERA (noun) A. Handed down by tradition. 

2. TRADITIONAL (adjective) B. A period of time marked by distinctive character, events, etc. 

3. BREADWINNER (noun) C. Either member of a married pair in relation to the other; ones’ husband or wife. 

4. ARRANGEMENT (noun) D. Any established law, custom, etc. 

5. PROPORTION (noun) E. Agreement; accord; harmonious relations. 

6. SPOUSE (noun) F. Comparative relation between things or magnitudes as to size, quantity, number, etc.; 

ratio. 

7. INSTITUTION (noun) G. Spread out. 

8. HARMONY (noun) H. The manner or way in which things are arranged. 

9. EXTENDED (adjective) I. A person who earns a livelihood, especially one who also supports dependents. 

 

 

Section Two 
Reading Comprehension and Pronunciation skills. 

 

Evaluation Criteria: Ability to effectively read and comprehend written English in a social or business environment. 

 

ARTICLE A 

There Is No Longer Any Such Thing as a Typical Family  
 Source

 

1. Pretty much everyone agrees that the era of the nuclear family, with a dad who 

went to work and the mom who stayed at home, has declined to the point of no 

return. The big question is: What is replacing it? Now a new study suggests that 

nothing is — or rather, that a whole grab bag of family arrangements are. More 

Americans are in families in which both parents work outside the home than in 

any other sort, but even so, that’s still only about a third. 

 

University of Maryland sociologist Philip Cohen, the author of The Family: Diversity, Inequality, and Social Change, released his new 

study on Sept 4. He identifies the three biggest changes in family life in the past 50 years as the decline of marriage (in 2010, 45% of 

households were headed by a married couple, whereas in 1960 it was close to 66%); the rise of the number of women in the paid 

workforce; and the whole stew of blended, remarried and co-habiting families. 

 

 

2. Families headed by single moms‚ whether divorced, widowed or never married, are now almost as numerous as families that have a 

stay-at-home mom and a breadwinner dad — about 22% and 23%, respectively. There’s been a marked in rise in people living alone 

and in unrelated people living together. 
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This is a huge change from the 1960s. “In 1960 you would have had an 80% chance that two children, selected at random, would share 

the same situation. By 2012, that chance had fallen to just a little more than 50-50,” says Cohen. “It is really impossible to point to a 

‘typical’ family.” 

 

To make his point, Cohen has created a chart, with what he calls a “peacock’s tail” of changes from 1960 to now, fanning out from a 

once dominant category: 

 

 

 

3. As you can see, about as many children are being taken care of by grandparents as are by single dads. Co-habiting parents, who barely 

registered in 1960, now look after 7% of kids. Meanwhile married parents who are getting by on just dad’s income are responsible for 

about a third of the proportion of households they were responsible for in 1960. 

 

And the diversity goes deeper than the chart suggests. “The increasing complexity of families means that even people who appear to 

fit into one category — for example, married parents — are often carrying with them a history of family diversity such as remarriage, 

or parenting children with more than one partner,” says Cohen. 

 

 

4. All of this is important Cohen notes, because policy is sometimes based on a one-size-fits-all model, which is no longer viable. 

“Different families have different child-rearing challenges and needs, which means we are no longer well-served by policies that 

assume most children will be raised by married-couple families, especially ones where the mother stays home throughout the 

children’s early years,” writes Cohen. 

 

He cites social security as one policy stuck in the past: legal marriage and the earnings of a spouse determine retirement security for so 

many people. “A more rational pension system for our times would be a universal system not tied to the earnings of other family 

members,” he says. He also thinks universal preschool is long overdue, now that so many children’s mothers are out working. 

 

And what of same-sex parents? Why aren’t they in Cohen’s chart? Because, although they get a lot of the attention, there simply 

aren’t enough of them to register yet. According to Cohen fewer than 1% of kids belong in families of this category. Even that figure 
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may not be accurate, he says, because “at least half of the apparently same-sex couples in census data are really the 1-in-1,000 

straight couples in which someone mismarked the sex box.” 

Gotta love statistics. 

 

 

 

ARTICLE B 

The "Perfect" Family 
 Source

 

1. Is there such a thing as a "perfect" family? 

The American family is a rapidly changing institution. You may have grown up in the stereotypical American family - two parents and 

one or more children, with a father who worked outside the home and a mother who stayed home and cared for the children and the 

household. Today, with the entry of so many more women into the workforce, with the increasing divorce rate, and with the growing 

number of single-parent households, other family structures have become more common. 

 

If your own family is not like the one you grew up in, your situation is certainly not unusual. Currently, 30 percent of American families 

are now headed by single parents, either divorced, widowed, or never married. Some children live in foster families; others live in 

step-families or in gay and lesbian families. In more than two thirds of families, both parents work outside the home. 

 

2. Even if your own family fits the more traditional mold, your children will almost certainly have some friends who live in households 

with different structures. From time to time you can expect your youngsters to ask questions like "Why do people get divorced?" "How 

come Jimmy's mother and father don't live together?" "Why does Annette's father live with another lady?" Because families are so 

important to children, parents need to be able to answer such questions with more than mere slogans or quick replies. By asking these 

questions, children are trying to understand two things about families: the different structures that families can take and the changes 

in structure, lifestyles and relationships that can occur. 

 

Any group of people living together in a household can create and call themselves a family. For example, to share expenses a divorced 

mother with two children may live with another divorced woman with children; together, they may consider themselves a family. A 

grandparent who lives with her daughter, son-in-law, and grandchildren may become an integral part of their family. The variations of 

family structures and definition are almost endless, but they have certain qualities in common: Family members share their lives 

emotionally and together fulfill the multiple responsibilities of family life. 

 

3. MYTH: The "Nuclear Family" Is A Universal Phenomenon 

The nuclear family is generally defined as a family group made up of only a father, mother, and children. Although most people tend to 

think that this particular family structure has always been the dominant one, that is not the case. 

 

The nuclear family is a relatively recent phenomenon, becoming common only within the last century. Before then, the "traditional" 

family was multigenerational, with grandparents often living with their children on farms as well as in urban environments, typically 

with other relatives living nearby. The nuclear family has evolved in response to a number of factors: better health and longer lives, 

economic development, industrialization, urbanization, geographic mobility, and migration to the suburbs. These changes have 

resulted in physical separation of extended-family members and in progressive fragmentation of the family. 

 

4. MYTH: Family Harmony Is the Rule, Not the Exception 

Although family life is often romanticized, it has always been filled with conflicts and tension. Difficulties between spouses are 

commonplace, with disagreements arising over issues ranging from how the children should be raised to how the family finances 

should be budgeted. Husbands and wives also often struggle with their inability to sustain romantic infatuation beyond the first few 

years of their marriage, thus having to learn to maintain a relationship in which partnership and companionship may become more 

important than passionate love. 

 

Parent-children conflicts are commonplace too. As parents assert their authority, and children try to assert their autonomy 

appropriately, strife is inevitable. 

 

While we often expect families to be above the chaos that exists in the rest of society, that outlook places unrealistic expectations 

upon the family. In the real world, families are not always a haven, since they, too, can be filled with conflict. Although stress and 
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disagreements are common, they can be destructive to families, especially when conflict gets out of hand. Families are under constant 

stress, being pushed and pulled from many directions, often without the support systems of extended families that may have existed 

in the past. 

 

5. MYTH: The Stability of A Family Is A Measure of Its Success 

Change is a part of life. Death, illness, physical separation, financial strains, divorce . . . these are some of the events families have to 

adjust to. Consequently, stability shouldn't be the only measure of a family's success. Many families function quite well, despite 

frequent disruptions. In fact, one important measure of a family's success is its ability to adjust to change. Daily life is full of stresses 

that constantly demand accommodation from family members. 

 

6. MYTH: Parents Control Their Children's Fate 

In reality, parents cannot determine how their children will turn out. Inevitably, children assert their autonomy, creating a niche for 

themselves separate from their parents. At the same time, many factors external to both the child and family can influence the way a 

child develops. 

 

Even within the same family there can be tremendous individual variations among siblings in intelligence, temperament, mood, and 

sociability. Yet despite these differences, parents are responsible for imparting to each child a sense of being loved and accepted, for 

helping each child to succeed at various developmental tasks, and for socializing each child into respecting the rules and accepting the 

responsibilities society imposes. These are indeed awesome tasks. 

 

Some parents perceive themselves as having total responsibility for their children's fate. This belief places a heavy and unrealistic 

emotional burden on them as well as their youngsters. If the children are having problems, they often feel a sense of failure; likewise, 

the children feel as though they have let their family down if they do not live up to their parents' expectations. In essence, parents can 

influence and shape but cannot control their children's lives. 

 


